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StenoTran

MR. FROMM:
attention

Could

I direct

to tab 17?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

specify

given yesterday,
"Welcome,

Jadewarr."

that was logged

it says across the

I do.
Can you explain

what that

It appears

to be a name

in under.
MR. FROMM:

By whom?

MR. WARMAN:

11m

MR. FROMM:

Would

MR. WARMAN:

earlier

sorry,

I donlt know.

that not have to

No, it would not.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
indicated

To the one we were

Jadewarr?
MR. WARMAN:

Because

you

that this was not a copy that you had

out.
MR. WARMAN:

The second

That I produced,

no.

copy is the one that I produced.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

appear

you should

Do you see that, Mr. Warman?

MR. FROMM:
is, "Welcome,

Yes.

one of three, where

MR. WARMAN:

printed

Perhaps

which of the two versions.
MR. FROMM:

top,

your

on this one?

Does your name

MR. WARMAN:
printed

The second

off in my presence.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MR. FROMM:

MR. FROMM:
is the clearer

the top.

It was printed

off.

Then who is Jadewarr?

MR. WARMAN:

which

copy was

I'm sorry,

it's not my

The second document,

copy, says IIItaly for Italians

You can see that.

ll

Is that the one?

MR. WARMAN:
MR. FROMM:

at

It does, yes.
The other one, the one

that was given to us yesterday,

which

clear and says to Der Totenkopf,

is much less

but at the top it says

IIWelcome, Jadewarr ... 11 you say that was printed

off in

your presence?
MR. WARMAN:
MR. FROMM:

MR. WARMAN:

No, it was not.
It was not.

Then what's

I don't know.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

You don't know now

Commission.

That's what I heard you say.
MR. WARMAN:

broadest

It originates

sense with the Commission.
THE CHAIRPERSON:

had produced

origins,

Yes, but in terms of its

I have no idea.
MR. FROMM:

Is it your testimony,

then, that it's a Commission

document?

MR. WARMAN:
Commission.

So the Commission

this photocopy?
MR. WARMAN:

specific

in the

It originates

with the

I do not know its providence.
MR. FROMM:

it shouldn't

be an exhibit

In my submission,

then,

if we don't know where it

came from.
MR. VIGNA:
that was produced

Mr. Chair,

this morning

the document

was produced

by Mr.

Warman.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
suggestion
testimony
the record

that we keep it because
about that yesterday.

this morning

there was some

I just wanted

to keep

Then what we have been

is substantially

copy we had yesterday.
Destruction

It was my

complete.
MR. FROMM:

given

Right.

would appear

different

from the

Yes, the text from Jessy
to be the same.
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Commission finds promotion of "Hate" by RCMP- No

Problem

Canadian "Human Rights"
Commission finds promotion of
"Hate" by RCMP - No Problem

fD

CHRC proceeds only against White workingclass victims

On August 14th, 2006, the Canadian Human Rights Commission (CHRC) found that
there was no problem with officers from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
sending messages that would "likely expose" First Nations persons and White
persons to hatred and/or contempt, contrary to section 13(1) of the Canadian
Human Rights Act.
Some of the hate messaging by RCMP officers include:

"curb-stomping Whities," slapping women and shaking babies."
"The RCMPis always chasing me/Cause I'm a smelly ****ing native
and I can't even see",
"The RCMP'salways chassing me, cause I stole six cases of Mr. Clean.
The RCMP'salways chasing me / because I stink"
This decision comes on a heels of a August 10th, 2006, ruling by the Canadian
Human Rights Commission to allow officers from the Edmonton Police to post hate
messages on the Stormfront.Org website. Included in those posts by an Edmonton
Police Officer were: "how can u hold the little redskin responsible he's only an
animal ... " and "With any luck they will end up like the nogs in the states who
predominantly kuill each other."
The Canadian "Human Rights" Commission never bothered to conduct a proper
investigation or even contact the RCMPfor their side of the complaint. Instead, the
complaint was swept under the rug. Unlike White working class individuals who the
CHRC obsessively harass with a vengeance, the RCMPare not the preferred targets
of the politically correct enforcers.
Acting like typical anti-freedom dictators, Marc Lemire hit a road block at every
turn while trying to file the complaint. It took almost a dozen e-mails and faxes to
get any action from the Commission, including a letter that had to be written to the
head of the CHRC. Contrast that to the treatment other complainants have
received which includes the Commission even writing up the complaint for them! In
my case, the complaint was returned because Dean Steacy - "Human Rights"
Investigator - claims it was "double-sided" even though it had been faxed!
The real reason the CHRC doesn't' want to accept my complaint is because they
are only interested in persecuting working-class whites with limited or no means of
being able to defend themselves ..
Of the 30 or more cases involving infractions of Section 13 of the Canadian Human
Rights Act (hate messaging) every single one of them involves a respondent that
is: White, working-class, and with no means to properly defend themselves.
Starting with John Ross Taylor, Tony Macleer, Marc Lemire, Melissa Guille, Eldon
Warman, Fred Kyburz and every single person EVER brought before a tribunal has
been white, poor and with limited resources.
The Canadian Human Rights Commission is not impartial. Instead, it is motivated
by an anti-Majority political agenda. It refuses to accept complaints against police
promoting hate, has yet to respond to repugnant Gangsta rap and ignores sites
that promote hatred against Majority groups such as Whites and Christians, The
makes a farce of the CHRC supposed mandate of fighting "racism" and
"discrimination. "

The Canadian "Human Rights" Tribunal (CHRT) is a quasi-judicial body. Since the
inception of this law, not a single person has ever won a case before the tribunal.
Almost Every ruling in the vexatious complaint against Marc Lemire has favoured
the Canadian Human Rights Commission.

• -Truth is no defence
• -Intent is no defence
• -Fair comment is no defence

• -Any evidence is allowed (hearsay, double hearsay)
• -It does not need to show any proof of actual harm caused by the things that

have generated complaints.
• -The standard of proof is very low and is based on a "balance of
probabilities," not "beyond a reasonable doubt" as is in a criminal cases.

An order that is enforceable by the Federal Court of Canada. The C&D
order can be very broad and literally silence the person against whom
it was issued. If disobeyed, the individual can face up to FIVE years in
Prison (Federal court Rules - Rule 472) [John Ross Taylor spent one
year in jail

-"Special Compensation": Up to $20,000 to compensate "victim" [See
60(f))

The Canadian "Human Rights" Tribunal is attempting to conduct itself like a real
court and be punitive (punish people like a criminal court with the power to levy
fines) The Canadian Human Rights Act was intended to be remedial and remedy
supposed discrimination but it's failing miserably. Instead, it has become an
instrument through which which minority groups can persecute those who dare
criticize them ..
Stand up and help us fight the Canadian Human rights Commission and expose its
anti-Majority agenda! Don't let it take away our democratic right to free
expression. wwwJreedomsite.org

Visit the FREEDOM-SITE!
http://www. freedornsite.Org

BOOK: In Qefence of Freedom: Marc Lemire VS the ""'uman Rights"
Enforcers -- 48 pg $.10

pgLJ/

Fromm

"Friend of Stormfront"
Sustaining Member

,. Re: Canadian "Human Rights" Commission finds promotion of "Hate" bV RCMP - No
Problem

. The Canaidan Human Rights Commission is political policing pure and simple. It's
not about equity or fairness.

They've never gone after websites promoting White-hating, women-hating, cophating Negro gangsta rap lyrics. They've never gone after a Zionist site or a
minority site.
They exist to suppress the opinons of White nationalists, social crediters, antiZionists and people who believe in free speech.
Join Date: Dec 2001
Location: Toronto
Posts: 1,934

laDUXJ

"When you silence the Men of the Word,
you will have to deal with the Men of the Sword:' --Paul
Fromm

Coldstar
Forum Member

a

Join Date: Oct 2002
Location: Where the root is
troubled and the worms gnaw.
Posts: 8,466

!PD'laIll

L Re: Canadian "Human

Rights" Commission finds promotion of "Hate" by RCMP- No

Problem
Quote:

Originally Posted by Paul Fromm .l.l
The Canaidan Human Rights Commission is political policing pure and
simple. It's not about equity or fairness.
They've never gone after websites promoting White-hating, women-hating,
cop-hating Negro gangsta rap lyrics. They've never gone after a Zionist site
or a minority site.
They exist to suppress the opinons of White nationalists, social crediters,
anti-Zionists and people who believe in free speech.

The CANADIAN RIGHTS DEFYING HUMANTYRANNYCOMMISSION, that is their true
name, that is what they are! It has become a political jewish inspired racket to call
an organization by a name which represents the opposite of what they stand for.
How sad it is that civilized law and rule had to die so quickly in this young and once
promising country!

O. Grace is granted to those who have faith, and faith without good works is dead!
Only those who hold out to the end can be saved. "Once saved always saved" is a
lie which is leading many into destruction!

cydonia
Forum Member

Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Canada
Posts: 1,108

L Re: Canadian "Human

Rights" Commission finds promotion of "Hate" by RCMP- No

Problem

Originally Posted by Paul Fromm t,.j
The Canaidan Human Rights Commission is political policing pure and
simple. It's not about equity or fairness.

ilJ
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cop-hating Negro gangsta rap lyrics. They've never gone after a Zionist site
or a minority site. They exist to suppress the opinons of White nationalists,
social crediters, anti-Zionists and people who believe in free speech. Call it
TYRANNY!

Especially the part of no legal representation.
Guilty until, well actually always.
No charter rights of: opinion, thought or bellief.
No freedom of speech.
No dissent against government or power.
Only whites to be charged. (99%)
White to be profiled as neo nazis.
No appeals.

Stephen Harper (Conservative Party Leader, current Prime Minister) "Human Rights
Commissions, as they are evolving, are an attack on our fundamental freedoms and the
basic existence of a democratic society ... It is in fact totalitarianism. I find this is very
scary stuff." (BC Report Newsmagazine, January 11, 1999) We agree!!
"OPEN WAR IS UPON YOU, WHETHER YOU WOULD RISK IT OR
NOT:'
Aragorn, Lord of the Rings.

L

Re: Canadian "Human Rights" Commission finds promotion of "Hate" by RCMP- No
Problem

jadewarr
Forum Member
Join Date: Feb 2005
Posts: 1

I

What did you expect from the govt??? r'read your stuff with interest but, didn't the
RCMPdeal with the officers in question? From what I read in the paper, I was
under the impression that the officers were punished. SO I don't understand why
you're making a complaint. I also read Human Rights Act and it would seem to me
that if the RCMPdealt with it, the CHRC wouldn't deal with it.
Anyways, I'm no expert and I don't know why all this effort is being wasted on
filing a complaint where the perpetrators had arleady been punished.
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Canadian Human Rights Commission

Fenrisson
10:46 AM

jadewarr
Forum Member
Join Date: Feb 2005
Posts: 1

S

I read your comments concerning bogging down the CHRC with
interest. I'm not exactly sure how one goes about that without
identifying themselves. It appears from reading the threads that
people like Terry, when found out, lost their jobs. I don't want to
lose mine. Any thoughts on this??
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Delete this Message
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Private Message: Re: Canadian Human Rights Commission
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PM

Fenrisson
Forum Member
Quote:

Originally Posted by jadewarr
Hi

Join Date: Jun 2003
Location: Beneath the shadow
of the sun
Posts: 580

iD

I read your comments concerning bogging down the
CHRCwith interest. I'm not exactly sure how one goes
about that without identifying themselves. It appears
from reading the threads that people like Terry, when
found out, lost their jobs. I don't want to lose mine. Any
thoughts on this??
jadewarr@yahoo.ca
You will have to identify yourself, but not your politics.
If your claim is of a religious nature you may be asked your
faith.
It is advisable that you keep your politics and associations to
yourself if for no other reason that to give your claim credability.
You must know too that your claim will become public record
and archived just so you know ...your case and some of what you
may say will be open to all.
First you should get to know the charter so your claim will have
trajectory beyond an initial complaint to be dissmissed. If it is
trashed like mine was you can appeal, as I did several times and
won each time.
Should a person or group even seem to violate the charter you
can make a claim against them and fear no legal retaliation. If

you can, phone in and talk to someone at the office of the CHRC
for additional advice as they are quite helpful.
The problem with Terry is he gave too much info on this site that
allowed Warman and co. to locate him.
His situation is one I fear too as I am going after a masters with
the hopes of an academic career, which is why we must always
be careful what we say, where, and to whom.
The CHRC has been a weapon used against us for too
long .... time we turned their swords back on them.
Good luck.
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Private Message: Re: Canadian Human Rights Commission
Recipients: Fenrisson
~ 09-15-2006,

02: 19 PM

jadewarr
Forum Member
Join Date:
Posts: 1

(J

Feb 2005

Originally Posted by Fenrisson
Quote:

Originally Posted by jadewarr
Hi
I read your comments concerning bogging down
the CHRC with interest. I'm not exactly sure how
one goes about that without identifying
themselves. It appears from reading the threads
that people like Terry, when found out, lost their
jobs. I don't want to lose mine. Any thoughts on
this??
liJdewarr@yahoo.cjJ
You will have to identify yourself, but not your politics.
If your claim is of a religious nature you may be asked
your faith.
It is advisable that you keep your politics and
associations to yourself if for no other reason that to
give your claim credability.
You must know too that your claim will become public
record and archived just so you know ... your case and
some of what you may say will be open to all.

First you should get to know the charter so your claim
will have trajectory beyond an initial complaint to be
dissmissed. If it is trashed like mine. was you can appeal,
as I did several times and won each time.
Should a person or group even seem to violate the
charter you can make a claim against them and fear no
legal retaliation. If you can, phone in and talk to
someone at the office of the CHRC for additional advice
as they are quite helpful.
The problem with Terry is he gave too much info on this
site that allowed Warman and co. to locate him.
His situation is one I fear too as I am going after a
masters with the hopes of an academic career, which is
why we must always be careful what we say, where, and
to whom.
The CHRChas been a weapon used against us for too
long .... time we turned their swords back on them.
Good luck.
Ok thanks. It sounds like a lot of work so I don't think I will be
doing it and after reading the threads from marc lemire, it looks
like he's having his own sort of problem.
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jadewarr
Forum Member
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Really it is no more work than a well worded letter, a letter that
will not only tie up the CHRCfor several months but cause the
accused much stress and expence should they hire a lawyer to
represent them.
It's up to you. [/quote]
Have you got a copy of a letter I can send?
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